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TFE GREAT DUMFRIES UFO

by STEUART CAMPBELL

AN UND(PLAINED OBJECT D(TIBITING STRANGE LIGFTS WAS SEEN
!EOqLE (rncruorNG FOUR pOLTCE OFFTCERS) OVEn-DUMFRiES rN
SCOTLAND IN TEE EARLY IOURS OF 1980 AUG 30. NrrrOUCr: EN
D(PLANATION WAS OFFERED TTIS IS SFOWN TO BE INADEQUATE,
RECEIVD WIDESPREAD PUBLICITY TTROUGT*OUT BRITAIN

Introduction

BY ABOUT 20
SOUTEERN
OFFICIAL
TTT INCIDENT

Investigation of this notorious incident
proved difficulr for BUFOM, who had no
investigator in South Scotland. I made
some initial enquiries by telephone.
Fortunately BUFORA mernber and -chemistry
teacher Tom Straiton (then living at
Barrhead, near Glasgow) offered -o go.
Fe was assisted by another BUFOM member
Doctor Alan Robertson of Newton Mearns.
In fact Tom made two visits. We aregrateful to hirn for his investigation
and quote below from his report. We also
acknowledge assistance given by Frank
Ryan, Dumfries reporter for the "Daily
Record . "

The Siehcinss
'Graham Brockie (17) was walking home
along Dunlop Road in the town's Loch-
side housing scheme (f'fCUnE 1) ar around
1 am on the morning of Saturday 3Oth
August, when he noticed a cluster of 4-5
lights which seemed to be in the sky and
moving s1ow1y in an apparent northerly
direction over a range of 1ow hil1s to
the wesr (ffcung 2),- The lighrs larer
became stationary in the vicinity of
Riddings l.i1l (11 On arriving home
shortly afterwards, Brockie 'phoned the
police.

'PC James Smith (gO) and WpC pamela
grown(2) were directed to Dunlop Road in
a patrol car. PC Smith later stated
that the lights were clearly visible as
they approached Lochside. By the time
they arrived about 15 people from the
neighbouring flats and houses had ass-
embled to watch the object(s). Some
people were reported to be in a state
of alarm. Ten mirrltes 1ater, (potice)
Sergeant Bill McDavid (:e; and pC Kerr
tenry (fA) arrived at the'scene in
another ca,f. I
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In their sighting reports, both
Sergeant McDavid and pC Smith
indicate that the ob.ject( s) were
sighted to the north east of Loch-
side, although Mr McDavid has
since told me that when he arrived
the. object(s) were rowards the
north. Furthermore he states that
the lights were moving towards the
west.

'In order to obtain a closer
look at the object(s) Sergeanr
McDavid and PC Ienry decided to
drive to nearby Terregles vi11age,
where they observed the lights for
a further 3-4 mirnrtes at an
estimated distance of L!<-2,akm.
The time was now around 1.3oam.
From here they proceeded along a
minor road in- t^he direction oF
Riddings lli11, hoping ro obrain a
better vantage point on the nearby
A75 tn:nk road.-

'At this scage Sergeant McDavid
reported thar rhe ob.ject(s)
appeared to be stationary, hover-
i-ng over the forested area on
Riddings flil1, above the Bricish
Telecom's micro-wave radio relay
station. ( 3) pc Llenrrr was reportbd
to have become very apprel.ensive
by this time" In his written
report Sergeant McDavid states
that they approached to within
about 45Om of the objecr(s). As
it approaches Riddings flil1, rhe
road turns left and enters an
inclined va11ey with woods on
either side and the Telecom towergradually recedes from view. At
some point along this section of
road, the police officers lost
sight of the objecr(s).'The road
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FIGURE 1 Plan of tL'e location of the sighting around
Dumfries . S cale 1: 5OOOO . FieigL,ts ire in
metres above mean sea level.
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approaches to within 1O5Om of the rele-
comnn:nications station.

'Meanwhile PC Smith and WPC Brown
had been called to Dumfries Royal In-
firmary (hospital) on other police
bt-rsiness. At the hospital, which is
situated about 3km from Lochside on
the other side of Dumfries, they
joined about six hospital staff to
observe the same aerial lights in
the approximate direction of Riddings
lli1l. The lights were still visible
here after being lost by Sergeant
I"lcDavid and PC iJenry. At approxi-
mately 2 am the lights vanished from
view at the hospital, having remained
visible at different locations for
roughly one hour.

claims that tl,e ob.ject remained
visible for about 20 mirnrtes, htt
when interviewed separately on a
later occasion Amber Brockie
claimed that rhe sighting only
lasted about 30 seconds. The police
were reca11ed, but the object was
said to have vanished just as they
were ascending the stairs to the
f1at. Amber's brother George (f:;
was despatched to the school to
investigate, but noticed nothing
unusual. The police suggested to
the witnesses that they were
probably just observing reflections
from car headlights on the nearby
A76 tn:nk road.'

t$(&"is* s
6l[tBsr F*Fpstli]slffi *rfr enA}l*r B;orx,i€

FIGURE 2.

tlnlgr$lx
Ht[&

I

The view from Lochside towards tbe west"
(Photograph by Tom Straiton)

Description of the Ob.jects.'A possibly related event occurred
later that night when Mary Blyth (22) and
her friend Amber Brockie (2l-) claimed
to have seen another object from the
Blyth's flat in Dunlop Road, This
incident reputedly occr:rred between
2 and 2.3O am ...(the object) appear-
ed to be hovering over the roof of
Lochside Primary School, about O.4km
away. The object apparently hovered
near the front-top of the school,
then above it and finally appeared
to drop behind the br-rilding. llary
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'The descriptions provided by
the various witnesses seem to be
fairly consistent, with the large
size of the lights being the most
remarkable feature, There would
appear to have been some dispute
regarding the colour of the lights
and also regarding their motion.
PC Smith provided a sketch of the
ob.ject(s) (or at least a sketch of
tbe lights - FIGURE 4, Ee described
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five very sharply defined white lights
which were steady and not at all
diffuse. The lights did not appear to
radiate outwards but rather resembled
looking into an illuminated railway
carriage at night. L.e estimated the
(angular) stze of each light to be
that of a golf ball held at arm's
length.

FIGURE 3. The tower at the
Riddings fill
comnn:nications station
(Photograph by Tom
S traiton)

'Sergeant McDavid described a very
large ob.ject (rnuch larger than the(angular) size of a tennis ball at
arm's leneth), with no distinct
outline due to the darkness, hlt

resembling a:- :':s:_: ;;:th four
or five part. ::3:-s \ cc:-_:3.rtments?)
illuminated :-.- :r:::: --:::ts.

'Lugh }'lacq:e:c: .;r , a porter
at Dumfries Ro-.-a_ i:-:::::-ar-r' who
viewed the o:'ec:(s ::c._ the
hospital , desc:: _ =: ic._: i ights
of an oblong :-a:-:= ,.'-_:ie port-
holes' ) wl.ite a: ::= :c: a:b orange
at the bottol.. != c=sc:::ed each
light as har.iiA i:= r a:-=.--l-ar)
dimensions of a i;rc:3:-c: :iece held
at arm's lengtl.

FIGURE 4

PC Smith's drarvina
UFO' s lights

iLe

The ob."fect seen br- A::er
Brockie and Mary Blyth r;as
described as ' ...€f;ff-1ike or
elliptical and illuminated bv red
and white or red and rlelloi; lights.
Blyth recalls that tl-.e liehts were
situated around the perimeter of
tbe object, FIGURE 5 while according

FIGURE 5

Tom Straiton's sketch of the
ob ject described by l'lary Blytl'
to Amber Brockie the lights were
arranged in rows and flashed on
and off. FIGURE 6 No one re-
ported any sound from tL,e ob ject(s)
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FIGURE 6

Tom Straiton's sketch of the
ob.ject described by Amber
Brockie.

Weather Conditions

During Friday 29 August, a
trough of low pressure crossed
northern Britain, and was
followed by a cyclone (depression)
At the time of the sightings, the
sky was overcast with low cloud
and mist, with moderate to strong
winds and rain. It was warm
( temperature about 12-15oC) .

Electromagnetic Effects

PC Smith reported that, during
the sighting, police personal
receivers malfunctioned, but added
that this was not uncorTrrTroo. Mary
Blyth stated that her transistor
radio failed during the sighting.
Reports of interference with TV
reception in the area appear to
be unfounded.
Publicity

The event achieved considerable
notoriety and was networked to the
news agencies early enough on 30
August for reports to appear in
the Saturday morning newspapers.
There was so much interest that
the Dumfries police held a press
conference on tbe afternoon of 30
August. This 1ed to more reports
in the Sunday (3f eue) newspapers,
among which the "Sunday Mai1"
carried the fullest account, and
those of Monday (Sep.O1). Apart
from the original reportr &rr
official explanation (see below)
was given much publicity. In all,
reports were carried bv 47 differ-
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ent newspapers in the UK, based
tn 37 different cities or towns.
The incident received far widerpublicity than that of the Living-
ston incident in November, 1979.

Explanations?
'On Sunday, 31 August, thepolice received a report from

British Telecom engineers stating
that work had been going on at the
Riddings Hill sration between 11 pm
and 3 am (23OO-O3OO GMT) on rhe
night of the incident and rhat this
presented a 1ike1y explanation of
the events. This was revealed in
the press on lYonday 1 September andpublic interest in Dumfries
eradually abated.' It was suggested
that what the witnesses saw was the
light from the windows of a building
associated with the comrm;nications
station" FIGURE 7,

'It is claimed by a few of the
witnesses in Lochside that British
Telecom turned on its lights at the
Riddings Fli11 srarion on rhe
following Tuesday or Wednesday(possibly in an attempt to sub-
stantiate their explanation), but
BT were not prepared to confirm or
deny this. No lights were apparently
visible on the tower itself and anysimilarity to the lights seen on
2?/ 39 Augusr was horly repudiared by
the Blythes and Brockies.'

The BT explanation was (at first)
accepted by Sergeant McDavid, but
not by PC Smith, who took bearings
the following day. F.e estimated
that the object was located about
one km to the north of the tower,
over Inglesron Hill (treiglt 213m),
According to press reports, the
police remained convinced that the
later Blvthr/Brockie report was
caused by car lights,
Aircraft

Press reports indicated tl.at an
aircraft had been sent from prest-
wick A irporr ( 8otcm to rhe NW) ro
int'esLiga-te the UFO. S traiton' s
enquiries produced a statement trom
NATS aL Prestwick that the matter
was not even reported to them.
Certainly there were no reports of
hearing an aircraft over Dumfries,
and an aircraft above the cloud
would have seen nothing below it.
It would have been too dangerous to
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FIGURE 7 . TL,e building at Riddings f ill station wt'ich tl"e STB
claim was (internally) illuminated at the time of tfe
sightings. (Photograph by Tom Straiton)

f1y below the cloud. There is no
airport in south Scotland.

Conclusions
TL'e press (and perhaps the public)
eagerly accepted the BT explanation
without, apparently, asking them-
selves why tL'e residents of Dum-
fries should be puzzled by the
appearance of a lighted building
which, presumably, had been 1it at
night before. Whyr orr this occasion,
should the building have been re-
ported as a UFO? Similarly, one
may ask wl^y car headlights should
have caused sucl unusual reflections?

There are many arguments against
the BT explanation. Several witnesses
including Mr McDavid, are sure th'at
the ligL'ts were moving, and both
police officers report first seeing
the lights to the north, nowhere
near tk'e communications station.
The reports seem to indicate that
the UFO approached from the southt
to the west of Dumfries and headed
over towards the north. Then it
turned westward to settle event-
ua11y either near Riddings Fi11 or
Ingleston Fi1l.
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Then there is a great disparity
between the reported size of the
lights and tl"'e size of the
windows of tl"e BT br:i1ding. The
windows are about 1.5m squaret
subtending an angle of about
O.O17o (when viewed from Loch-
side) or O.OO90 (wherr viewed
from tL,e tospital) . According
to PC Smith, the lights sub-
tended an angle of about 3.4o,
while Sergeant I'{cD avid' s
estimate is about 6o (although
this may have been from a pos-
ition much closer than he has
stated) . Fugh Macgregor' s
estimate is about 2,Io. TL'e
size of lights is usually
exaggerated, but surely not by
two orders of magnitude! Bright
lights are particularly 1iab1e
to be thought larger than they
rea11y are, but such brigl"tness
is hardly compatible with tl"at
to be expected from the windows
of a lighted room" As Straiton
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(r)

(2)

(3)

points out r... r€[o] light emitted from
the windows of the station buildings
could appear as little more than
"pin-pricks" of lightr &s seen even
from Lochside.' Tom Straiton was
unable to find out what kind of
lighting was in use by BT at the
s tation.

There is a similar grave dis-
crepancy between the UFO's angle ofelevation and that of the BT station.

Clearly the BT explanation is in-
adequater it utterly fails co explain
the sighting. Liowever, no other
explanation has been produced, and
the object remains unidentified.

References

"Riddingshill" is actually the
name of a farm lower down, and
the hill above it is See
Morris fill (24O m OOD).

From the Dumfries headquarters
of Dumfries and Galloway
Constabulary.
The masc of a comrm:nications
(Wf) station operared by
British Telecom. FIGURE 3.

to be a weapon kurled by Jupiter,
and if anyone took a special
intcrcst it was pagan priests,(For
many'.people ufology is a religion).
Today tLere is no Institute of
Fulgurologyl Nor is there a special
science of ligLtning. Tte pteho-
menon is just a natural pLenomenon
known to science (and meteorolo-
gists in particular) and an
electrical pL,enomenon known Co
pL'ysics. New branches of science
have to grow from existing
branch,es.

A11 UFO reports can be ex-
plained by science (via one branch
or anotl"er) and if there is a
residual core of reports ttat
describe a real anomalous pLeno-
menon it is 1ike1y to be explained
by plysics. As yet there is no
evidence that UFOs are objects.
We do not need (nor can we tave)
a science of ufology; we need a
more scientific attitude on tte
par,tr of tLose interested in tte
subject and tl.e interest of more
competent scientists. It is un-
fortunate th'at so far tLe quali-
fied scientists who l"ave interested
tt'emselves in UFOs have been less
than objective in their approacL,.

CORRESPONDENCE
;-.-- - --_....-*_:.^:i::i. " .,1:t:-:

Sir - An Instituce of Ufology? pro-
fessional ufologists? Manifestos?
Codes of Conduct? I sincerely L'ope not!
Anyone would ttink ttat therb is a new
science of UFOs. And what are UFOs any-
way? Dr. Fynek does not define tLe term,
but leaves us witb the impression ttat
ttey are real anomalous pLenomena or
objects, possibly of alien origin, having
no connections wiCL' any know objects or
phenomena. Fe begs th,e question of
wLether or not UFOs exist and wLat ttey
are. [e skould know better ttan anyone
that only UFO reports exist and ttat
tLese reports can be explained in very
many different ways. One man's space-
craft is another man's ball lightningt

Ufology today is not what cl"emistry
was when it was alctemy; it is like a
phenomenon tLat was once explained
superstiously before it was explained
scientifically. Lightning was tt'ought

STzuART
CAI"IPBELL

Edinburgh,
S cotland

Sir - Steuart Campbell's researches
into Ball Ligl.tning are of
interest; and no doubt some of our
cases are of BL or related natural
phenomenon" Fowever he does pre-
sume in 1abe11ing events BL with
1ittle forethougt't. JTAP L,as been
caugt't by this factor.
_ In YoL 2 pp 75 L,e labels as BL(unlesitatinglyl ) an event from
Innerleithen, Scotland, 1981 July
30, 22,45 BST. There is litt1e -

doubt that this was certainly -qotBL but tl"e entry of space debrTs,
probably a bright fireball meteor.
The incident is well established
witl.in scientific records and the
investigation department l"as evi-
dence to this effect.

Individual reports of tte
phenomenon were made from as far
south as Kent. David Clarke has
provided a report on several
Yorkshire sightings. Mark Brown

(continued on page 96),
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TOWARDS AN IDEAL I NVES T IGAT IO N NETIVO RK

by JENM RANDLES

TI]IS PAPER, FIRST GIVEN AT TIJE 1982 BUFORA NATIONAL CONFERENCE IN DIN-
BURGT] D(PLORES TiiE BASIS OF AN IDEALISED UFO INVESTIGATION NETWORK. IT
CONSIDERS TL:E SITUATION FROM TTE POINT OF VIEW OF BRITAIN BUT MAKES
OBSERVATIONS WIIICLI ARE RELEVANT GLOBALLY. IT STARTS WITF] TIJE CONSIDEMTION
OF Ti]E REQUIREMENTS FOR GOOD INVESTIGATION IN A SUBJECT AS COMPLD( AS
UFOLOGY. FROM FERE IT MOVES TO AN ASSESSIvIENT OF TFE ''RAW IvIATERIAL'' WITL]
WFICF] WE MUST tsUILD OUR SYSTEM . TLE INVESTIGATORS. IT ryAMINES PAST
ATTEMPTS IN BRITAIN TO OVERCOME TTE INNATE PROBLEMS OF ORGANISING
INVESTIGATION. IN TFE PROCESS, SPECIFIC PROPOSALS ARE MADE FOR EFFECTIVE
NEW STRUCTURES WITL]IN UFOLOGY AND GROUM RULES SET FOR TFE DECADE AFEAD.

Investigating An Anomaly

Insight may be gained into many prob-
lems connected with the investigation
of UFOs by attempting 'mind exercisesr.
One of these would be to place our-
selves in the position of a caveman
stnrggling to understand the
appearance in the sky of a rainbow.

Without science or tenable
theories, he could noc hoPe to
cornprehend the tn:e nature of the
anomaly. te would be left to con-
front the numerous "hypotheses"
brought to bear by fe11ow cavemen,
such as the "mountain god."

However the caveman gould invest-
igate the phenomenon; Preserving
data for future researchers, in a
better position to comPrehend. Ee
could talk to witnesses of the
aerial anomaly; compare their
individual accounts for con-
sistency; possibly look for
common denominators between facets
of these accounts. The investi-
gator of an anomaly rm,rst recognise
his limits.
The Influence of l"lental Set
Investigators and witnesses both
face difficulties because of
this psychological -process
(commbniy known as nMental Set").
Individuals tend to interpret what
they see in terms of what theY
expect and want to s€€r Because an
anomaly in the sky is regarded in
cultural terms as a UFO (with the
world-view connotations which this

TFE JOURNAL OF TMNSIENT AERIAL PFENOMENA

involves), even familiar phenomena
seen under slightly ambiguous
circumstances will be interpreted
in a UFO context by a witness..

An investigator who is unaware
of this problem can also fa11
victim to it. IJe may seek only
those explanations which fit the
interpretation of the phenomenon
which he defines. If, for examPlet
a witness observes two stellar
objects (rignts) hrt, because of
'l"Iental S et' connects them into a
stnrctured shaper &o investigator
who searches for explanations in
terms of this strrrctured shaPe
only will fail to explain the
phenomenon. The solution will be
found only if the investigator
looks for answers in terms of the
tr:Lre nature of the original
stimulus ( ttre lights) . This takes
considerable training to appreciate.

Investigators mLlst adopt
'Lateral Thinking' in attempts to
solve cases.
The Imoortance of IFOs
At least 90 per cent of all UFO
investigations have a natural
explanation. This is a fact that
is so obvious that it is often
overlooked. Investigators tend to
realise that it is so but then
contirn:e, in practicer &s if they
did not!

In every UFO case, it is
essential to think in terms of:
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'What normal thing could this possibly
be?' ratker t}.an, as is customary, 'Gee
Wow! A UFO .. . r now rryhat can I find out
about it?' The solution of a case is a
triumpLr oot a failure, even if at times
considerable diplomacy is cal1ed for
wl.en explaining to a witness that one
has identified their 'UFO.'

A thorough acquaintance with the
tech,niques suggested in rny book
"UFO Study" and tLe absolutely man-
datory study of the UFO/IFO problem
t,ighlighted by F.endry is his "UFO
Fandbook" are strongly advised. It is
crucial that investigators stop
looking for mysteries and start
looking for answ€rs.

Should an investigation network be
populated by scientists? In my
opinion, rro. Because scientistst
whilst good at science' are not
necessarily good at ufology.
Science tends to be specialised.
Ufology is multi-disciplined.
Wf ilst we need open-minded' in-
quisitive scientists working witL
tLe data and Providing feedback to
the investigation team, the in-
vestigation itself requires multi-
disciplined individuals who may or
may not be scientists.

In tn-rth we have enthrsiastic,
untrained individuals ... some of
whom want thrills and fame, and
some want tt'eir belief s conf irmed.
A few seriously want to learn the
tn:th.

There is 1itt1e we can do about
those who do not care. All we can
do is to set ourselves standards
and hope tt,at the rest strive to
erm:late us. I suspect that it
might be useful to adopt a new
name for serious UFO investi-
gators. Something th'at indicates
the flavour of serious minded
investigators searching for tmth'
taking us away from the popular
image which the word 'ufologist'
conjures up.

I also believe tl.at there is a
need for an international standard
within UFO investigation; perhaps
an International Council akin to
PICUR but specialising in invest-
igation. In this w&y, an inter-
nationally recognised minirmrm
criterion could be adopted for
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for the data collectors as well
the data researct,ers. At least
this would show that we cared
about doing wk'dt we do, to tk'e
best of our abilities. I would
call for BUFORA and the Center
for UFO studies to pioneer this
initiative.
The Present Situation- in Britain
Until tle creation of an Inter-
national Council, if it should
come aboutr w€ must do more to
set our own house in order.

Serious ufologists in Britain
are found in ttree modes:

(a) the loners - individuals
who do not wist' to be
attached to the bureaucracY
of any group. UFOIN, a free
and easy style network
discussed belowr attracted
some. But, in the mainr we
can only set standards and
Lope that they will want to
aspire to tt'em.

(u) 1ocal groups - serious
groups come in many styles.
Most are membership social
clubs, brrt witl^ potentiallY
good investigators at tt'e
he1m. Others have select-
ive membership and exist
principally, or exclusivelYt
to investigate cases to the
best of their ability in
their 1oca1e. These are few
in m:mber br-rt produce a
great deal of excellent work.

Some groups try to com-
bine the best of both worlds
but few succeed;

(") national groups - only
BUFORA and CONTACT are
usually considered serious
forces so far as investi-
gation goes. CONTACT sets
an examination for would-be
investigators but does less
casework than BUFORA and is
rather secretive body.

The BUFORA Position
In the past, BUFORA has had to
rely upon a situation where anyone
willing could do investigation.
Principally, this was because
there were too few members and too
many cases. No effective liaison

AS
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was ever established with 1oca1 groups
which made tbe problems more acute, and
overloading the BUFOM research depart-
ment. In consequence, most reports (and
most 1oca1 group reports also) are of
a very poor standard, quite unacceptable
on the basis of scientific data.

A11 the different groups have, in the
past, worked in isolation and, oftent
in competition. This has numerous
attendant difficulties. In one casera
witness was contaeted by at least 10
different UFO societies, asking to
investigate his story. Clearlyr this
is not going to help our public
relations. Situations have shown
that co-operation has distinct va1ue.
Investigators with specialist know-
ledge and abilities from different
groups can, if working together and
ca11ed into an investigation when
appropriate, add substantially to
the data extracted from that case.

Now is the time to create a
National Federation of UFO Groups.
This could set itself standards and
principles to adopt in situations
such as this. It could create a
national register of specialist
knowledge and abilities, group
contacts, equipment etc, enabling
the maxinnrm use of resources and
potential in the investigation of
all case reports.
Past At-tempcs To Overcome The

Problems
Pilot attempts have been made since
L974 from which we can learn a great
deal in the new initiative that we
now mlst forge. In 1974 several
groups in the North of England came
together to form NUFON (Northern
UFO Network). This sti11 functions.

NUFON succeeded because it did
not set itself too high an aiming
point. It chiefly operates as a
comrmrnication centre and focal
point" It produces a montl.1y news-
letter which enables the groups to
in contact with each other. It l.as
adopted a central FlQ, co-ordinated
by the Nottingham-based groupt
NUFOIS. This stores all the group's
files centrally, 15OO of them, and
makes them available to everyone.
In this way, each group has access
to a larger pool of resources andt
whilst maintaining autonomy and
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individual identity, feels part
of a larger system. It has not
proved practical to extend this
system to more authoritarian
principles. An attempt in the
South to operate a similar network,
but with more formal agreementt
failed to convince some groups to
give up their own 1itt1e empires.

Scotland has formed Scottish
UFO Network on a similar basis Lo
NUFON.

NUFON is a successr in terms of
the modest limits it has set itself.
But many individuals within NUFON
groups were aware by 7977, that
there were things it could do that
nobody else was doing. From this
came the origin of UFOIN (ffe Uf'O
Investigators' Network) .

UFOIN set itself up as a team
of investigators without formal
structures. Every member was of
equal status. It has no committeet
no financer oo meetings and no
inactive members. It functioned as
a team of like-minded investigators
(on a national basis) setting
itself standards and adopting min-
imum criteria. The UFOIN standard
format for reports was agreed and
published i,n 7979 and about 1OO
reports to this format have been
housed on a separate file at
Nottingham, on the same open
access facility.

Ivlost UFOIN members are also
members of other groupsr 60 per
cent being members of BUFORA. The
team was necessarily sma11r never
more than 40, because of the
standards expected. In view of
this, the decision was taken to
investigate only bigh strangeness
cases. This reduced the typical
case load to around 30 per cent
per year and overcame the problems
inherent within a BUFORA type
system.

Whilst UFOIN sti11 exists, it
recognises that if BUFORA pioneers
a new initiative and lives up to
the standards it hopes to achieve,
UFOIN would be superfluous. UFOIN
members have no desire for this and
the feeling is that they would be
willing to merge with BUFORA if
this were in the interescs of
British ufology.
Where Do We Go From Lere?
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As I take on the role of BUFOM Direc-
tor of Investigations, I have clear
intentions of where we rnust go. BUFOM
Council had already recognised chis
need and I inherited some excellent
improvements.

The o1d BUFOM system of Regional
Investigation Co-ordinators (ntCs),
controlling batches of investigators
of varying quality, is to be re-
placed by a new team of "Accredited
Investigators" (Afs). AIs will be
elected by a National Investigation
Committee, of eight or nine re-
presentatives, each covering an
area of the UK. AI status will be
conferred only on proof of that
individual's ability (in terms of
minimum investigational standards) .
The status will be conferred for a
limited period on1y, individuals
being subject to renewal.

This National Investigations
Committee will not be a closed
shop. I intend to invite 1oca1
groups to be represented, to
encourage closer liaison between
BUFORA and these groups. Ultimatelyn
I envisage the BUFORA team of
Accredited Investigators repre-
senting the elite of investi-
gational ufology to which all might
hope to aspire. It is in our own
hands to set these standards"

In return for setting this leve1
of work, AIs are to receive finan-
cial support in the form of reduced
BUFORA membership subscriptions,
and other discounts. This means

Editor's Note:

that the balance will be the
correct way round. Inactive members
of BUFOM will be subsidising a
nationwide te'am.

The proof that co-operacion can
work is visible in the form of the
Code of Practice. This concept was
first mooted by Geoff Bird of the
Southern group PROBE and myself, on
behalf of the NUFON-groups. This was
at an historic meeting of northern
and southern 1ocal groups held in
Birmingham in Febnrary, 1981. This
was the herald of greater co-oper-
ation. Following it, a series of
meetings were he1d. BUFORA became
actively involved at this early
stage. The result was a 1ega11y
vetted Code which, like the medical
Ljippocratic Oath serves to regulate
the betaviour of investigators in
dealings with witnesses and the
public, A11 BUFORA AIs and, we
hope, most ufologists will sign
this code. It is to be administered
by a new body, comprising BUFORA,
NUFON, UFOIN and several 1ocal
groups. Could this be the fore-
runner of a British Federation?

An ideal investigation network
is a team of skilled and dedicated
people working in co-operation. It
is a mobilisation of nationwide man-
power, resources and special ski11s,
coupled to the 1ocal knowledge and
conCacts of individual constituents.

This is the network which we
in Britain, must achieve.

given a number of the
by l"liss Randles have

of Practice may be
s Director of Publications.

Since this Paper was
proposals put forward
been implemented.

Copies of the Code
obtained from BUFOM'
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BALL LIGHTNING UPDATE

by STEUART CAMPBELL

Photographs of Ball Lightning are rare,
in fact there is no photograph that is
universally accepted as authentic.
towever, those who write about BL
often include a copy of a photograph
taken in 1961 at Castleford in
Yorkshire by designer Roy Jennings
(rrcung 1). This is often taken as
the definitive photograph of BL; it
is claimed that the BL flew across
the field of view (pulsing as it
went) and exploded near a lamp
standard.

Jennings was attemPting to
photograph lightnilg flashes during
a stoim (between o2OO and O4oO on
Septernber 03) and was lying on his-
bed with the camera held against the
window during the time exposure. Ee
was not looking at the scene he
photographed and so could not have
seen BL if it had appeared. No-one
else reported seeing BL at the time.
The anomalous trace was discovered
only after development of the filmt
and Jennings was told that he had
captured a' thrrnderbolt.'

Investigation has shown thatt
contrary to Jennings' belief, the
sodium street lamps were i11umi-
nated at the time, and the Point of
maximum light coincides gg!-U with
the position of the luminaire of one
street lamp FIGURE 2, The colour of
the trace ( ttre original negative is
colour diapositive) is consistent
with that of a sodium vapour dis-
charge lamp, and the Pulsed nature
of the trace is consistent with the
result obtained by swinging a
camera rapidly in front of such a
lamp while the camera is open. In
Britain these lamps pulse 1OO times
per second, and it is quite easy to
bapture individual pulses bY this
method. l"loreoverr the shaPe and
direction of the trace are consist-
ent with the movements which
Jennings had to make after the time
exposure. Examination of the dia-
positive shows that the bright
image is a horLzontal bar (consist-
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ent with it being a luminaire) and
the pulses of the trace exhibit
the same horizontally.

These facts point to the con-
clusion Lhat, after making a time
exposure, Jennings swung himself
into an upright position, and in
so doing rnoved the camera through
a course that threw the image of
ihe lamp across the scene prev-
iously recorded. It must also be
concluded that either he was a
1itt1e slow in releasing the
stn:tter control, or the shrtter
itself did not close rapidly
enough to prevent the accidental
capture of the lamp's 1ight. The
other sources of illumination in
the scene were too 1ow in bright-
ness to record a detectable trace.
It is noted that, unlike the
fixed light sources, the pulsed
trace is not reflected in the wet
roadway; this indicates that it
was a crace from the lamp and not
a flying object.

This is an adequate and simple
explanation for the photograph and
there is no cause to believe that
the picture sl-.ows Ball Lightning.
A fu11 account of tl-.e. investigation
has been published.(1)

References

(1) CAMPBELL, Sruarr (sic): "Fow
Not To Photograph Ball
Lightning"" The British
Journal or PEffierapTf Bt/ 43,

/r7o5 ''
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FIGURE 1. Monochromatic copy of Roy
light is a reflection of
telephone kiosk (visible
street lamp).

Jenning's
the street
between the

photograph. The lowest
lamp and the light in a
reflection and the

FIGURE 2

The scene in 1980. Since
1961, the telephone kiosk
has been removed, and a
bungalow has been built on
the vacant corner 1ot. Also
a new lamp standard has
been erected in front of
the bungalow. The lamp
responsible for the pulsed
trace can just be seen
over the roof of the bun-
galow in front of the
chimney stack of one of
the houses in Pontefract
Road. (Photograph by
Steuart Campbell)
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WF:AT KIND OF P

(Results of Ufology

EOPLE JOIN A UFO GR

in Britain Questionnaire (first
OUP?

analysis) )

by SFIRLEY McIVER

BEING TT.E STATISTICAL RESULTS OF TFE SURVEY DESCRIBD BY TFE WRITER IN
TfE JOURNAL OF TRANSIENT AERIAL PL.ENOMENA VOL.Z No.4 - JANUARY, 1983.

SH(

Males = 775

AGE

Under 20 = 22
41 -50 = 29
(No response = 4)

r'4ARrfA_L srATgs
Single = 94
Widowed = 1

(no response = 4)

BIRTH POSITION

(80.32) Females = 43 (:-9,7%)

31-40 =
61 +

54 (24,9/")
L7 ( 7 ,g/")

= 64 (29.4%)
= 2g (r2.9/,)

( 1o. V")
(13.37.)

3 (t.+%134 ( rs. o7:)
85 (3y/")
e6 (44%)

7t-30
51-60

l,larried = 105 (48.2%) s"p/ div. = 14 (6,4%)

65 Only = 42 Other = 28 (Wo response = 7)Oldest = 76 Youngest =

LENGTH OF INTEREST IN UFOs

Under a year
1 - 5 years
5 -15 years
Over 15 years

L.OW DID YOU BECOME INTERESTD IN UFOs?

Don't know
No response

WI-]ICH ORGANISATIONS DO YOU BELONG TO?

BUFORA
CONTACT UK
UFOIN
A 1ocal UFO Group
O ther

(43.L%)
( o,s%1

Book
Person
Personal event (sigbtine)
Impersonal event (e.g, newspaper article/TV programme)
Combination of factors specified
General interest only spec
Other

77 (35,3%
18 ( 8,3%42 (t9,3%
46 (2]. .f/"
14 ( 6,4%
8 ( 3,7%
7 ( 3,2%
5 ( 2,3%
1

(94.y/.)
( 6,9/"1( 7,y/")
(n%)
( 9.37,)

206
15
16
24
1B
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WFAT ARE YOUR MAIN ACTIVITIES CONNECTD WITT UFos?

Attending 1ocal meetings
Skywatching
Interviewing UFO witnesses
Research
Writing articles for UFO magazines
Reading UFO literature
Other

WT.AT DO YOU CONS]DER TO BE TF.T MOST

1st

L4 ( 0.+%1
44 (2o .2%)
25 (tt.y/.;
38 (tt ,+%1
5 ( 2,3%)

1O8 (49,5%)
16 ( 7 ,3%)

IMPORTANT

22
25
22
22

6
40
10

ASPECT

2id 3rd

1

9,3%)
5 r"r;)
6 "i:)6,f/.)
5,5%)
2.8%)
L,g/,)

(10.v.)
(rt.fl"1
( to .17.;
(10.v,)( 2,9/")
( t8.37.)( 4.6%)

OF UFOLOGY?

1B
11
13
15
T2
2B

4

Collecting data and fornn:lating
hypotheses

Getting the research procedure
correct

Working out the righr theory of
what UFOs are from the existing
data

Making the government release in-
formation about its knowledge of
UFO s

Making contact with any extra-
terrestrials who might be visit-
ing us

Transmitting the messages obtained
by contactees

O ther

22

13

47

42

14 ( o,+%1

g ( 3,7/")
3 ( t.4%)

29 (L3,T/,1 15 (

1 ( O,f/") 0 (
15 ( 6,q/") 0 (

lst

57 (26.f/")

57 (26,f/")

36 (rO.Si',")

39 (t7 ,Y/")

2nd

(2t,e%)

(to,z%1

34 (75,6%)

27 (tZ.+%)

6,y/")

2.9/.)
2,9/")

2nd

3rd

(ro . r%)

( 6%)

rc ( t9.37,;

19 ( 8,7%)

MOST LIKELY TFEORY OF WLAT ANY UFOs MIGI{I BE

lst
Physical ETs travelling
Spiritual Beings
As yet unknown natural
secret weapons
Misperceptions of known
Psychic events
Evil entities
No idea
O ther

SPECIAL INTERESTS

Space research
Astronomy
Science Fiction
Psychic Research
Fortean Phenomena
Ecology
It4editation
Occult Philosophy
Fantasy R.P.G.
I"lartial Arts

in vehicles

phenomena

objects

= 13O
=94
=69
= 1O8
=67
=46
=34
=52
=6
=L4

3rd

96 (44%) 15 (6.y/") S ( 3,7/")
Lz _(5.5ii) 20 (9.2%) ro ( 4,6%)
42 (t9,3%) gg (t7 ,W"7 25 (tt.57.;
3(L,4%) 7(3,2%) 11 (y/,)

19 ( 8.7%) 22 (10.17") g ( 4,f/")
26 (tt,U/"1 29 (tz,z%) 2r ( 9.6%)
2 ( o,y/") 3 ( r,4%) 2 ( o,V/"1

L7 ( 7.9/.) 1 ( o.5%) 2 ( o,E/,)
15 ( 6,9/,7 L2 ( 5,5%) 2 ( o,y/")

(59.6%)
(43,r%)
(3r.7%)
(49,y/,)
(3o,7/,)
(2r,r%)
(ts,o%)
(23,q/")( 2.9/")( o.+%1
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IJ]W },IAM BOOKS DO YOU READ A WEEK?

None
Part of a Book
One or two
Three or more

STATEI.,IENTS

The major governments of the world are in contact with extra-
terrestrials and are withholding this information from the general public

= 27 (tZ.+%1
= 1,7 ( 7.8%)
= 14o (64.2%)
= 28 (t2.8/")

s .A. = 27 (tZ,+%1 A = 23 ( 10 .67.)D. = 60 (27 ,5%) s .D. = 44 (20 ,2%)

Cattle nn-rtilations are associated with UFOs

S.A. = 20 ( 9.2%) A. = 47 (2]-,6%)
D. = 33 (t5,t%) s.D. = 11 ( yt")

Some of Chose interested in UFOs have been irisited
s .A. = 32 (t4.7%) A = 87 (39.y/,)

D, = 18 ( 8,3%) S.D. = 11 ( S,O%)

There are Aliens walking amongst us
S.A. = 4l (t8.S/"; A. = 4I (t8.87.;

D. = 34 (ts,e%1 s.D. = 18 ( 8.32";

Ilomo Sapiens was created by the genetic engineering
who visited Earth millions of years ago.

S.A. =
D. =

Man once inhabited a lost continent called Atlantis
had knowledge and powers that he does not possess

S.A. =
D. =

N.S. = 57 (26,f/")

N.S. = 105 (48.2%)

by Men In Black

N.S. = 70 (32,\%)

N.S. = g4 (33.y/)

of extra-terrestrials

30 (tZ.S%1 A. = 38 (17 .4%)
38 (77 ,4%) S.D. = 24 (tt%)

33 ( f S. il''.; A. = 52 (23 ,q/,)4r (t8.87"1 s.D. = 24 (rV";

93 (42.7/.) A. =
b (11 .y/,) SD. +

Each h:man being is travelling on a
end in union with God

N.S.

and at
rIOWr

N.S.

= 86 (39,4%)

that time, he

= 68 (3t,2%)

When man finally solves the UFO mystery it will cause a revolution in his
current understanding of the world

S.A. =
D.=

S.A. =D. =

iritual

61 (28%)
6 (2.*%)
path of sp

39 (t7 ,Y/,)
32 (L4.7/")

50 (22.Y/") A. =26 (tt,V/.1 s .D. =

N.S. = 32 (74.7/")

evolution which will

N.S. = 69 (3L.7/")

S.A. = Strongly Agree. A = Agree N.S. = Not Sure
D. = Disagree S.D. = Strongly Disagree.

DO YOU TIiINK TTAT SCIENCE WILL EVENTUALLY SOLVES ALL OF LIFE'S MYSTERIES?

, Will eventually solve all
Will never explain it all
Don't know

= 37 (tT/")
= 155 (7LL%)
= 26 (tr,E/,)
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DO YOU BELIEVE IN A GOD? WFAT KIND OF GOD?

Yes
No
S ometimes
Don't know

133
37
31
13

(6L%)
(LT/")
(]'4,2%)( oz)

Personal
Impersonal
Gods

56 (25.7/")
97 (44 

"5%)10 ( 4.6%)

s
10 (4.6%)
51 (23,4%)
48 (22%)
22 (1o.17,)

NO

Qa%)
(4y/")
(34.y/.)
(tB.s/.)

PO YOU BELIEVE IN TT:E DEVIL?

Yes
No
Sometimes
Don't know

60
91
34
27

(27 ,5%)
(41,,7/,)
(ts,o%)
(t2.4%)

DO YOU BELIEVE IN ANY OF TTE FOLLOWING?

Life after death
He11
IJeaven
Reincarnation

DO YOU CONSID JESUS C TTOBEA ?

68 Qr,7%) 52-(23.y/")
DON'T KNOW@;ffiJ

YES

149(68.3%) 2430(13.tr/) 9848(22%) toe8(4s%) 4L

DON'T KNOW

-

35 (t6,t%
39 (L7,Y/"
46 (zL,a%
57 (26,a%

NR
53124,3%)The Son of God

A spiritually evolved human
being

DO YOU CONSIDER THAT YOU BELONG TO A RELIGION?

None
Ckurch of England
Roman Catholic
Chris tian D enomination
Other Christian
Easter:.
W i tchcraft/ P agan
O ther
No Response

IJOW OFTEN DO YOU ATTEND RELIGIOUS MEETINGS?

Never
Once a week or more
Between once a week and once a month
Occasionally
No Response

?

None
Conservative
L iberal
Labour
O ther
No Response

= l-27 ( 58 .37,)
= L4 ( 0.+%7
= 17 (t7,9/")
= 58 (26.6%)
=2

(49,r%)
(rg,T/")( B,T/")
(Lr"/")
(9,2%)

= 1O7
=43
=19
=24
=20

E)

B
7

1

7
8
6
6

2 ( o.g/"714 ( o,+%1
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iJAVE YOU EVER SEEN WF]AT YOU CONSIDER TO BE A UFO?

Never
Once
Two or three times
More than three times

=83
=58
=53
=22

(39.17")
(26.6%)
(24.3%)
(ro.r%)

WIAT TYPE OF UFO EXPERIENCE DID YOU }-]AVE?

Light in the sky
Close Encounter
Contact with aliens
More than one type
Don't know
No Response

PAVE YOU EVER i]AD WI]AT YOU TO BE A PSYCI,JIC UPERIENCE?

= 105
=14

1
-L

=10
1I=o

CONS IDER

(48,2%)( o.+%1( o.s%1
( 4,6%)
( o.y/)

None
One type
Two types
Three types
Four types
Five types
No Response

EMPLOYMENT STATEMENI

Ful1 time job
U nemployed
Retired
F,ousewife
Ful1 time education
Part-time job
O ther
No Response

SOCIO -ECONOIvIIC CLASS ( frOM

One
Two
Three
Four
Five
Six

DUCATION
(") Secondary School

Secondary modern
Grammar
Technical
Public
Comprehensive
Other
No Response

(see J-TAP January, 1983 for
categories)

= 90 (4:-.3%)
= 68 (3l-,2%)
= 28 (72,9/.)
= 20 ( 9,2%)
= 7 ( 3.2%)
=O
=5

(66,5%
( 6,Y/"( 6.o%( 6,o%( 7,3%( 4,\%( 2.9/"

= A2 ( 5.57")
= 25 ( tl .57.)
= 74 (33,E/")
= 38 (tl .+%1
= 9 (4.I%)
= 4 (1.87,;

= 145
=15
=13
=13
=16
=9
=6

1I

occupation)

74
58
1,4
15
27
77
12

(33,y/")
(26.6%)
( 6,4%)( 6.9/"1
(rz 

"ry/")( 7 ,g/.)
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L4 and under1sf
16=
17=
18=
Still receiving fu11
time education =

No response
1,7 ( 7.t/.1

2

16 (7,3%)
43 (tg.T/"1
53 (24.2%)
28 (L2,9/")
43 (L9,7/")

(c) fi"A .t f"rtf"r 
"O".None = 61 (ZgA\

Commercial = 15 ( 6.y/"\Technical = 41 if A. g7" j
Teacher training = 4 ( t,g/"\University = 6 (t3.y/,i
Polytechnic = 24 (ttZl
Other = 19 ( g.T/,)
No Response = 14

(d) Qualificarions
None
Degree (Science)
Degree (Orher)
Professional qual ifications
ExaminaEions to be taken
No Response

=95
=L4
=15
=62
=L6
=16

(t*3 
"6%)( 6,4%)( 6,9/,1

(28,4%)
( 7.y/")
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(continued from page 83)

and Graham Ia11 have compiled a superb dossier
,of 30 reports, including a physical trace event(proven to be unrelated after excellent assistance
from Leicester University). One of our Manchester
investigative team clearly saw the bolide too.

Clearly Steuart Campbell was unaware of tLese data.
lowever, perhaps it will stop him from automatically
ascribing any event which might superficially resemble
BL to ttat phenomenon

JENNY
RANDLES

1rd International

TJFO CONGRESS
27-28-29August l9B3

Wallasey
Wirral.

United Kin€dom

BUFORATs Third fnternational Congress vrill be held at tbe
lorch Found.ation, lsne ilndr iligh i/ycor.rbe, BucleinEhanshire
from Saturd.ay, .rLr-lgust 27th to l{onday, August 29tln, I98r.

Speakers will includ.e: Dr, J. Allen Hynek, Dr. Hartley
Rutledge, Per i'nderson, Peter ;v'arrington, Stanton T.
Fried.mann Paul Nornan, Bertil lr,uhlemannr Alec Keu1,
Hilary Evans, Paul Devereux, Jenny Randles and lili Abu

Taban.
tsooking fo:ms and further details can be obtained

from John Sharv, Congress Seeretary, I Vard.ens Road-,

lond.on, SWl1 1Ft'.1,.

The Congress r';i11 be attend"ed. by leading ufologists
fron tire UK and. overseas ano" the occasion promises to be
one of very g;reat interest with the presentation of sor:e
first--class papers and the opportunity for members to
neet old friends again and nake new ones.

I{AVE YCIJ BOOI.IED YET?
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Aims_and scope of the Journal
Research and investigation into unidentified fJ.ying object (UFO) phenomena has progressed
from the early days of wild speculation into an area where scientific analysis and
evaluation methods can be applied to a number of specified areas.
It is realised that ufological research is subject to a great deal of specu)-ative
coninent, much of which ]ies on the boundaries of current scientific thought. Many existin.J
scientific institutions accept linrited discussion of UFos and related phenomena where it r
has sone bearing on their disciplj.ne. The Journal of Transient Aerial phenomena (Journal
TAP) offers a forum for scientists and researchers to present ideas for further di.scussion,
results of i.nvestigations and anaLl'sis of sLatistics and other pertinent information.
Journal TAP aims to meet a wide rar,ce of discussion'by incorporatl.ng an approach with
breadth of scope, clear and topical. cc'.:ent conducted with scientific rigour. It intends
to offer a truly international forij:- €j,-bling researchers throu-ohout the world to publish
results in an authoritative publicatjon r-l-.ici-. should serve to further knowledge of the
cosmos and benefit mankind in so icinc.
Notes for contributors
The Editorj.al Board wil] be pl,easei to receive contributions from all parts of the worId.
Manuscripts, preferably in EngIish, sl-.ou1d be submitted in the first instance, to the
Editor-in-chief , -4o Jones Drovs, h'hj.ttlesey, P_:!:rborough, PE1 IUE, United Kingdom.
Manuscripts should be typed double-spaced on one side of A4 size paper with wide margins
and submitted in duplicate. hhile no naxir"um J.ength of contributions is prescribed,
authors are encouraged to write concisely.
The authorrs name should be typed on the l-ine beLow the title. The affiliation 1if any)
and address should fol-low on the next line. The body of the manuscript should be
preceded by an abstract of around lOO words giving the main conclusions drawn.
AII mathernatical symbols may be either hanC-written or typewritten, but no ambiguities
should arise.
Illustrations should be restricted to the r-iri.:-...rn necessary. They should accompany the
script and should be included in r-anuscript paoes. Line drawings shoul-d includL all
relevant details and should be drawn in bl-ack ink on plain white drawing paper. Good
photoprints are acceptable but blueprints or di'e).ine prints cannot be used.- Drawings and
diagrams should a1low for a 20 per cent reCuc'-i.on. Lettering shou).d be clear, oper:; and
sufficiently large to permit the neceqsar!'reduction of size for publication. photographs
should be sent as glossy prints, preferably full or half pJ.ate size. Captions to any
submitted photograph or illustration shouLd be appen3ed and clearly marked.
fn the interests of economy and to reduce errors, tables wiIl, where possible, be
reproduced by photo-offset using the author's t1'ped nanuscript. Tabl-es should therefore
be submitted in a form suitable for direct reproduction. Page size used should be A4
and width of table should be either Io.5 cm or 22 cm. Large or long tables should be
typed on continuing sheets but identifying nunbers should be placed on the upper right-
hand corner: of each sheet of tabular material.
Reference to.published literature should be quoted in the text in brackets and grouped
together at the end of the paper in numerical order. A separate sheet of paper should
be used. Double spacing rnust be used throughout. Journal TAP references should be
arranged thus :

(I) Jacques Vallee: 1965. Anatomg of a Phenonenon, vii, Henry Regnery, Chicago.
(21 David Hai.seIl: 1980. Working Party Report, JournaT rAp L/2, pp36-4O

with the exception of dates which sbould be presented in the astrononical convention
viz : L977 August 05, no rigid rules concerning notation or abbreviation need be observed
by authors, but each paper should be self-consistent as to symbcils and units. which
should all be Properly defined. Times however should be presented in astronomical forn
using the 24 hour clock and Universal Time (Ut1 where possible. If local tine is used,
this should be specified viz I9h 15 cMT.

The Editorial Board shall have the right to seek advice from referees on suitability for
publication and may, on their recornmendation, accept, seek rcvision of or reject
manuscriPts. If considered unsuitable for Journal TAP, the Editor-in-chief reserves
the right to forward manuscripts to the Editor of B - BijLL!,1IN for consideration. The
Editor-in-chiefrs decision wilI be finaI.
Book reviews and letters for publication wilI also be considered.
Where permission is needed for publication of material included in an article, it is the
responsibility of the author to acguire this prior to submission. All opinions expressed
in articles will be those of the contributor and unless othernise stated, will not refLect
the views of Bufora, its CouneiL or the nditor-in-chief.




